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FAQ - Thermal Imaging

What is Thermal Imaging?

Infrared Energy is invisible to the human eye, yet this infrared energy is emitted from the surface layer

of everything on this planet, living or inanimate!

Many of you will have seen or operated an Infrared thermometer, you point at the object &amp; see a laser

light indicating the point at which the temperature is being measured. (If the laser &amp; infrared spot are truly

aligned?)



Infrared Thermometers



Now imagine having 19,200 ( aligned 120 x 160) thermometers pointing at the object, attach these to a

computer to provide a thermal picture, this in essence is what an Infrared Thermal Camera does.

A Thermal Imaging Camera allows us to "see" the infrared energy emitted by any object through the

camera lens &amp; via some clever electronics within the cameras software which manipulates the many thousands

of points which register as individual temperature measurements on the sensors to form a "temperature picture"

or "Thermogram" which we can see via the cameras viewing screen.

It is in understanding the objects construction &amp; materials, then combining this knowledge to interpret

the images that a Thermographer can provide valuable information which allows engineers or builders to

resolve problems.

The Thermographer provides this picture image information in a time &amp; cost effective manner, without

disruption, by using this Non-Destructive Testing method.



Using the science of Physics in practical situations to "see" anomalies normally invisible to

the naked eye!

If there is a temperature difference a Thermographic Survey should find the anomaly!

Thermal Imaging is a great tool for a technician, but it is only a tool - and it is rarely just a matter of

simply turning up and pointing the camera in right direction.

We may need to wait until the right conditions prevail to get the best possible result which will establish

where the problem actually is. This also means we may need to bring the property (or problem area) up to the

right thermal conditions, with an increase in temperature &amp; while we have cold dry conditions outside.

Rain is our enemy, &amp; timing is key, when trying to get the best image for an external Thermal Survey!



How do you find leaks, Air is invisible?

You are correct, Air is invisible, but as it holds &amp; transfers energy, it also leaves a trace of where it has

been. We use this property of holding &amp; transferring energy to locate leakage trouble spots, or "Air Pathways"

as we call them.

Using our thermal camera we leave the blower door fan running for 15 minutes before walking around

the building from room to room &amp; can "see" where the colder air is entering the room because it leaves a trace

where it has cooled the surrounding material as it passed by.

We can also use a 'smoke pencil' which involves crawling around the room puffing smoke &amp; seeing if

the air flow (Draught) moves the smoke. This takes more time &amp; only finds air leaks, not any thermal problems.



Can you only use Thermal Imaging for finding air leaks?

No, whether your problem may be:1. Mechanical

2. Electrical

3. Building

a. Building Insulation

b. Air Leakage

c. Cold Bridging

d. Thermal anomalies

4. Heating

5. Cooling

6. Condensation

7. Water Leaks - In Roofs or Floors

8. Location of Underfloor heating pipes

9. Veterinary &amp; Human soft tissue damage

10. Security surveillance

Everyone of these activities change the energy of the items concerned, when energy changes it either

increases or decreases in temperature, it is this difference in temperature that allows a Thermographer to

identify possible anomalies.

Definition of Anomaly: Something that deviates from the normal, irregularity



So many uses; Powerful &amp; Accurate !

Advantages of Non-Contact Thermography

1. Safety – Safe inspection of operating plant such as electrical systems

2. Remote – target can be inaccessible to contact instruments or in motion

3. Non-Intrusive – some materials can be damaged by contact or could change temperature with contact

4. Measurement Speed – objects that are changing rapidly in temperature or moving can be measured.



Mechanical















Check bearing wear &amp; alignment of shafts or drive belts while systems are working

Locate problems on flat roofs.

Locate underfloor heating pipes &amp; leaks.

All without further damage to roof or flooring

Check insulation on cold stores, saving energy keeping food &amp; you cool



Quick, Cost Efficient Electrical Checks

With Electrical Power still on, work continues with minimal disruption. Any faults found can be planned

for repairs to be done when convenient.

 Quickly confirm if UPS battery packs have problems

 Check IT Server rooms for potential data damaging Hot Spots



 Cost Efficient checks on Electrical Distribution boards, connections &amp; cables for faults, providing

photographic proof of compliance.



 Check cables anywhere (as long as we can see the cable or object with the camera)

 All without switching off systems &amp; the disruption of normal work flow.

We provide a full colour IR Thermal Photographic written Report for ALL our Surveys.

Thermography identifies energy loss caused by missing or defective insulation, air leaks, moisture

penetration and thermal bridging.

We provide you with an interpretation of the images that can help inform maintenance and investment

decisions.



Thermography Inspections, Thermal Imaging Surveys

We also respond to client requests on a range of other infrared applications, including flat roof leaks and

underfloor heating checks.

If you have a specific request or would like more information please get in touch using the contact

details below.



All our surveys are carried out by a Certified Level 1 Thermographer so you are assured of a

professional and standardised approach.



Quantifying Energy Loss using Thermal Imaging

An estimation of energy loss through a wall can theoretically be derived where the inside and outside

surface and air temperatures and the thermal properties of the wall are known. However the accuracy of any

such calculation is disproportionately affected by small but unavoidable temperature measurement errors, by

anomalies within the wall itself and by the weather. Our approach is to use thermography to locate anomalies

within a wall or other parts of the building envelope, and to quantify energy loss in other ways.



Call us on 435052 for more information.

offers a range of services on residential &amp; commercial buildings.

 Energy Loss

 Continuity of Insulation

 Air Tightness Testing

 Electrical Monitoring

 Underfloor heating

 Water leakage

 Flat roof leakage

Please ring to advise what your problem may be, we may be able to provide an answer quickly



Underfloor heating pipes and water leak detection.

There are two main types of problems we get asked to help solve.

1. Locating underfloor heating systems (both water pipes in screed and electric). A survey can

help locate where these systems are located, either in advance of building work, or where there is a problem

with the system.



2. Locating the pipes serving a radiator system.

Usually this is where there is a loss of pressure in the boiler system - indicating a leak - and the client has

been unable to find it by conventional means. Thermal imaging can help detect the leak if the leak is causing a

change in the temperature of the surface being viewed (usually the floor above, or ceiling below).



Cavity wall insulation checks

Thermal images taken from inside &amp; outside the property indicates likely problems with the cavity wall

insulation, however using a Borescope at a the suspected area/s will confirmed if insulation has degraded in

places within the wall.



Missing cavity wall insulation



Continuity of Insulation - Part L

Continuity of Insulation and Thermal Bridge Surveys can best be checked retrospectively by Thermal

Imaging. These surveys can be used to confirm compliance with Part L.



Missing insulation above ceilings in both images, plus thermal bridge in right hand image



Please contact us on 435052 for further information.

Please contact us to discuss any other specific applications - dfm@isleofman.com

- operating



across the Isle of Man.



Top 3 reasons why your new house is cold...!

1. Missing insulation in the loft

Sounds obvious perhaps?

But it's not usually the main loft - if your house has different sections of roof and you can't access

everywhere from the loft hatch, chances are the guy putting in the insulation couldn't either!

For whatever reason, sections of ceilings in these inaccessible areas are surprisingly often left uninsulated. The first thing the occupant notices could be:

"The front bedroom is very cold"

"Loses temperature quickly"

"Hard to heat."

Putting in larger radiators seems to be a solution offered up, but that's not solving the problem.

Thermal Imaging can detect cold spots on the ceilings, and from the shape, location and temperature

difference, your experienced thermographer can determine the likely cause.



Missing insulation in ceiling above kitchen



So if this fits with what you are experiencing, take action.

2. Poor Air Tightness, creating draughts

Changes to Building Regulations should mean that this becomes less of an issue, but unwanted air flow

can still result in a rapid cooling of your home.



Air leaking around fan base of Bathroom fan



Air leaking into house from poor seal in Attic hatch



Classic leaky spots are around pipework in en-suites, under baths, under kitchen units and around

boiler flues, but can also exist at floor to skirting junctions etc.

Too often the windows get the blame, so instead check around the window frame, and the door frame

where they meet the wall - that's where many of the problem areas at windows and doors are.



Our Air Test combined with Thermography will highlight all these problems for you.

Addressing air leakage can be pinpointed as one of the most effective and cheapest

means of increasing the energy performance of your building

3. Air flow within the walls and ceiling

If your house is significantly colder on windy days then this could be your problem.



Air travelling up pipe boxing and around coving



Air leaking under floor from joist through cavity wall



Particularly in timber frame houses, and particularly if you live in an exposed part of the island,

Cold wind driven air if forced in through soffit vents and under and through insulation in ceilings and walls.



This significantly reduces the effectiveness of the insulation.



So if your house is normally nice and cosy but doesn't like the wind, read on.

An experienced thermographer can look at the patterns and advise the likely cause. Whatever the

problem, house builders and NHBC can make use of our images and reports to make good any issues covered

under warranty.



If not, we can advise you and your contractor on the steps to take to stop your house

leaking heat.



Floor to skirting air leak



Door frame to structure air leak



Our aim is to help make every building as energy efficient as it can be. This will save you money and

help protect the environment.



Call Trevor on 435052 today, or visit www.draught-finder.co.uk



The secret to successful flat roof surveys is..........timing!

Thermal Imaging is a great tool for a technician, but it is only a tool - and it is rarely just a matter of

simply turning up and pointing the camera in right direction.

Being on the roof at a time when the buildings own heating system and the weather combine to create

conditions that ensure that damp and dry areas of roofing have different thermal properties is key.



Different coloured patterns indicate thermal differences which point toward water leaks



So what IS the best time to survey?

There are two windows of opportunity, as long as the weather is dry and the sun has been shining for a

few hours. The first time is an hour after sunset for about an hour. Over the course of the day dry and wet areas

heat up and reach equilibrium, after the sun goes down the dry bits cool down faster. Sometimes that is very

immediate, sometimes it takes several hours.

The second window of opportunity is an hour after sunrise. As the sun comes up and starts heating the

roof, wet areas heat up slower than the dry areas.

The images from these two windows of opportunity are a reverse of each other one shows the warm

wet areas in warm colours (yellow or red) the other shows the wet areas as being cold and generally blue in

colour.



If you're experiencing problems with leaks, or have recently had roofing work

completed and have concerns then please call Trevor on 435052.

Trevor Clark - 06.08.2015
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